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LEVIEW OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING NA-
TIONAL DEFENSE MIGRATION. House of Representatives. Pre-
liminary Report and Recommendations on Problems of Evacuation of
Citizens and Aliens from Military Areas. March 19, 1942
Safeguarding the nation from the enemy within is today of para-
mount importance. The difficulties presented differ greatly from
those of 1917, due to the fact that the Japanese, both citizen and
alien, unlike the Germans and Italians, form an unassinilated, non-
stratified group engaged chiefly in agriculture and localized in
areas on the West Coast which the War department has designated
"Military Areas." Already the evacuation of 112,353 Japanese from
these areas has begun.
In its report and recommendations the Special Investigating
Committee is concerned chiefly with the problems which result from
the unprecedented size of the migration, the impossibility of separat-
ing loyal citizens from enemy agents, racial problems, and difficulties
involved in resettling an agricultural group. The Committee recom-
mends:
1. Protection of evacuees through an alien property custodian.
Every effort must be made to protect the Japanese from sharpers
and loss due to the necessity of rapidly liquidating real and personal
assets.
2. Immediate removal to temporary reception centers while long
term plans are being formulated for resettlement. Throughout all
moves the family unit and, where possible, the community unit should
be maintained.
3. Formulation of plans for resettlement which will not only
make the group self-sufficient but will be an aid to their assinilation
and Americanization, not just mternient for the duration.
LABOR POLICY AND NATIONAL DEFENSE (1941) Z. Clark Dick-
inson, Bulletin No. 12, Bureau of Industrial Relations, University of
Michigan, pp. 57, $.75.
The vast readjustments at top speed which are the keynotes
of war time change necessarily mean increasing complexity in inte-
grating war-time labor policy with a general attempt to discover
and mobilize national resources in such a manner as to get the
needed efficiency in defense and a tolerably equitable ssaring of the
burden.
A discussion of labor policy during World War I and its reper-
cussions on post-war economy is the first step in analysis of present
problems. The familiar outlines of war-time inflation, the price-wage
upward spiral followed by post-war depression, are presented as the
widely accepted example of the major economic evil which occurs
whenever there are wars.
World War II in its effect upon labor problems in the belligerent
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